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FACTS, IN ST ITUT IONS  AND  LAWS IN TI]E  VARIOU S COUNTR].E S
Womenfs Status  and the  Prime Minister
BELGIUM
Belgium ts premier, lulr. W. l'lartens, has set uP a "woments status'celltt
in his cabinet consisting of Madeleine van Raemdonck and Miette Pernot.
The former is  a member of the government's political  staff,  the latter  a
member of the socio-economic  staff:  right  at the heart of affairs,  they are
both well placed to air  rheir  views on Government bills.
Their fask is  to coordinate efforts  and to work in  liaison  with other
ministerial  departments,
Useful address: Cabinet  du Premier  Minis tre
16, rue de la Loi
1000 Brussels
Equal  opportunities  in  education
The Ministry  of  National  EducaEion has created a board to promote
equal opportunities for  boys and girls  in  the realm of education.
The boardts terms of reference will  be to express views, conduct research
and propose the steps to be taken on all  issues associated with training
for working life  and the provision of equal opportunities for  boys and
gir1s.  The board may also consider the teaching facilities  that  should
be provided to help boys and girls  -  and later  men and women -  to  achieve
a harmonious relationship in  the school and family and in  their  social,
economic, cultural  and political  lives.
Useful address: MinisLbre  de ltEducation  Nationale
Cit6 Administrative
1000 Brussels
Illegitimate  children  and Belgian  1aw
A young woman has taken action against the Belgian State on the grounds
that the law has required her, an unmarried mother, to adopt her own child
and that even after  ad.option she does not enjoy all  the effects to which
she is  entitled.
She has just  won her case:  The European Court of Human Rights in  Strasbourg
has given its  judgement that Belgian legislation  on the status of natural
children is  an iniringement of the European Human Rights Convention which
declares rhar all  chiidren are equal and that legitinate  and illegitimate
children have equal rights.
Useful address: MinistEre  Belge  de 1a Justice
Place Poelaert 3
1000  BrusselsLember/October
ttHousehusbandstt
For the second time the Belgian courts have confirmed that  a young malried
man without a fixed occupation may be considered as the "dependanttt of his
working wife.  0n this  occasion the case was heard in tsrussels.  Ic  u'as
brought by a young man who was planning to start  studying again; for  the
time being, the couple's sole income was to be the wife's  earnings as a
nurse.  If  a husband has the status of his wife's  "dependant'r he is
entitled  to ful1  social security benefits,  like  pny housewife.
FRANCE
Family  policy  coordi-nation
Madame Monique Pelletier,  the Minister for  l4'omen's Status, has been given
the task of coordinating  government policy on family matters.  A "joint
ministerial  cournittee for  the farnily" has been set up for  this  purpose
and the  Prime Minister has appoint.ed  Madame Pelletier  as its  chairman,.
Useful address: Ministbr:e d616gu6 b 1a Condition f6minine
39-43 Quai Andr6 CitroEn
7 50I5  I'aris
Businessments wives busines sr,roment s husbands
Two important decrees have been issued in  favour of the spouses of business-
men and traders.  One states that a husband or wife of  the head of  a
business who also works in  that business may be named irr the Trade
Register with no formalities  other than making a statement to the clerk
of the Conunercial Court.  Although not acquiring the status of  "conunerganEtt
in his or her own right,  he or she will  -  according to the second decree -
have election privileges  and will  be eligible  for  Chambers of  Commerce.
Sirnilar decrees are planned in  the near futur:e that wi1l" confer benefits
on the spouses of craftsmen.
Usefut address: Ministb,r'e  du Commerce et  de  lfArtisanat
80 Rue de Lille
rarrs  I
Senior women civil  servants
A recent joint  ministerial  cornrnittee with responsibility  for  measures
relating  to women reached the decision that the Secretary of State for
the Civil  Service would draw up an annual comparative table of  appointments
to certain senior positions in  the administrarion (directors,  heads of
decentralized local sections, etc.).Women of Europe -  no. 11 -*September/October  1979 -  p.  5
Jobs  the  feminine  verslon
ttTrop de mdtiers nront pas encole de f6minint'-tttoo  many jobs sti11 have
no feminine  name" -  is  rhe catchphrase  displayed on posters all  over France,
produced by the department of the Secretary of  State for  Womenrs Employment.
They depict a large jigsaw puzzle map of France on which are highlighted
some of fhe jobs that  no longer cause an eyebrow to be raised when they are
done by women: a ttlady magistratott, 3 ttcarpen.tresstt, a ttconductresstt of
orcheslras, etc.
Two advertisements have been shovm on French television  to bring the cam-
paign for  the diversification  of womenrs occupations right  into  the home.
A summary survey on the impact made by the carnrpaign has revealed a steady
growth in  acceptance of the idea, especially by the heads of  small firms
and executives. At the same time, the survey has shed light  on a certain
ambivaler-rce in the attitudes of  interviewees,  who sti1l  attach equal impor-
tance to family life  and to a womanrs right  to'work.
Useful address: Secr6tariat  d'Etat  b  lfEmploi  S6rninin
25, Avenue Charles Floquet
75700  Paris
A  Womenf  s tsxn].D].CrOn
A'tSalon de 1a Femnet' is  tcuring France from Septemb.er  to,November.  Under
the auspices of the Ministry for .WonLenr s StatuLs, the travelling  exhibition
has been mounted with the help of  th.e EuropearL  Connnissionts  information
servl-ces. The aim underlying this  mobile e>i:hibition is  to provide  an
informative t'1ive newspapertt  dealing with issures of outstanding interest
and topical  subjects that will  promote a two-'way channel of  communication
with the public.
Ilformation on 1ega1 and social matters is  provided by women rePresentatives
of  the Ministry for  Wornenrs Status, jobs and careers are deaLt with by
Radio-France, energy saving by the F'rench national electricity  company
and so on.
The European Commissionts  informatio'n servicesi are providing literature  and
films produced to make it  easier to find  out eLbout the policies  and
slructures of fhe European institutions.  A trosLess welcomes men and
women visitors  and gives them immediate replies  to any questions they
raise,  especially on Community efforts  affecting women such as the measures
adopted to improve woments lot  in  thLe world of work, consumer protection,
education policies  and the quality  c'f life.
Maud Linder
29 Avenue Parc Sr-J'ames
Neuilly  sur  Sein, e  (France)
Bureau d t Inf orrnat ion  des
61 Rue des Belles tr'euilles
75782  Paris  Cedex  L6
Useful address:
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GERMANY
Ten  years  after
The views expressed by German women on equal rights  have changed hardllr a.t
all  over the past ten yearsi.  When asked Ln 1979 whether they thought thLat
the principle  of equal rigtrts for  women was being'put into practice,  5if
gave an unqualified "yes",  232 replied rtin most cases", 46% "on1y partily'",
15% "not oftentt and 9Z ttnot most of the timett.
Useful address: EMNID Institut
Bodeschvings trom 23-25
4800  Bielefeld
Equality  in  the  eyes of  the  Bundestag
For  the  past  thirty  years  non-discrimination against women has beerL
ernbodied in the constitutional  law of the Fecleral Republic but -  women
claim -  "in  the reality  of everyday life  it  j-s written  in  smal1 print".
A corunittee set up by German Parliament, the Bundestag, on "Woman and
Society" has held a public hearing that has confirmed this  disillusioned
view.
Created in November I973, t-he conunittee consi.sts of representatives  from
all  the political  poarties as well  as independent experts.  When it  srrb-"
mitted its  first  report in Novernber 1976, lt  aroused no reaction in  the
Bundestag.
Ursula Schleicher,  a Christian Socialist  member of the Bundestag,  a
member of European Parliament and  the chailrman of the conrnittee, po:lnted.
out that  its  terms of refetrence \,rere to fin<l new ways of promoting equa1it.y
for women. This was the r:eason why it  had organized a public hearing
to which German and non-German experts were ilnvited.  It  concentrated  utrrorL
inequalities in  the world of work and how wornen could reconcile their
family responsibilities  with their  careers.
Although everyone agrees Ehat work is  a basic factor  in  equality,  therrl
were conflicting  connents on certain issues, such as parenral leave.
How could a fair  balance be achieved between parental leave and wages pai.d
to mothers? There is  not einough information to  evaluate such delicate
questions as the relative  r:ights of  the mother and the child.  On the same
lines,  should we be encouraging part-time work or a gener:a1 reduction:ln
working hours? How can fulll  equality of the sexes be achieved unless
we move tor^rards a sharing of roles by men and women? The education
received by children in the school is  vita"L  in  thie  respect.
It  was  suggested  that a permanent. comm:Lttee  should be created to
monitor the application of legislation.Women of Europe -  no. 11 -'September/October 1979 -  p.  7
Pension rights vrctory
The lrish  Labour Court has decided thal  the Department of Public S;ervrces
is  in breach of the Anti-Discrimination (Pay) Act over its  pension scheme
for public representatives  and servants.
The action, brought before the Court by Senator Mary Robinson, queried rhe
rule in  the scheme which entitled  the widow of  a male senator with eight
years' service to a pension after  his death.  The same right  did not apply
to widowers of women senators.  The Department of Public Services claimed
that if  Senator Robinson won her elaim for  equal pension rights  the same
benefits would have to be extended to married  members of the 18,000 female
staff  in the civil  service.  The senator was represented by the lrish
Transport and General Workerst Union.
Useful address: Irish  Transport and General Workerst Union
Liberry  llal1
Llublrn  I
Remarriage without  divorce
A Dublin mother of four j.s considering further  action following a decision
by the Irish  Director of Public Prosecutions that her husband's il1egal
second "marriage" in  a Roman Catholic Church does not warrant prosecution.
The decision highlights  an anachronism in  Irish  law whereby annulment  of  a
marriage is  not allowed;  however, under Canon 1aw, marriages which have
taken place in Catholic churches can be annulled. The Chruch also permits
remarriage after  annulment.  Neither these Church annulments  nor subsequent
Church remarriages are recognized by the Irish  State.
The complications arise because the State continues to recognize the first
marriage, while the second is  recognized by the Church.  As a result,  the
ttsecondtt spouse can have no matrimonial claims to his or her partnerrs
property.  Children of  these "secondttmarriages  remain irreversibly
illegitimate  even if  the couple subsequently marry legally  on the death of
the iirst  spouse.  Any claims these children may make on their  parents'
property may be superseded by the legal rights  of legitimate children.
Useful address: Aim Group
14, Upper Leeson Street
Dublin  2
Iulr. Francesco Cossiga, Italyts  new Premier, has decided to replace the
Under-Secretariat for  Woment s Status by newly created ad hoc conrnittees
within the ministries  concerned (Health, Employment, Justice and Education)
which will  be entitled  to deal with all  matlers related to womenrs status.
Ministerial  committees  on women t s  statusWomen of Europe -  no. 11 -  lieptember/October  L979 -  p.  8
LUXEMBOURG
Extending  maternity  grants
In its  budget for  1980, the new Luxembourg Go.rernment has announced several
measures  designed to improve the material  r^rel L-being of families.  DurinS;
the first  phase, for  instance, maternity granlis will  be  given  to  a wider:
range of women, to include Lhose who work in  their  husbandst workshops.-,rr
on their  farms; they will  later  be paid to all  mothers, although the
final  arrangements have not yet been decided.  The cost of this  operatiorr
will  be 87.5 million  Belgian francs.  Another step being planned is  to  set
up a fund to guarantee the payment of alimony, to which 10 million  Belgian
francs are to be credited;  this  will  provide security for  divorced wom,en,,
Final1y, in an attempt to encourage parents to look after  their  small
children in their  ovm homes,, the Government plans to pay a grant to  thorse
bringing up rheir  children :rt home, as well  ar; allowing the mothers of
young children to take a yea.r off  from rheir  -iobs without losing any
pension or career entit.lements.
Useful address: Ministdre  de 1a Famille
2a Rue de litrasbourg
Luxembourg
Growing  female  unemployment
Opportunities  for"women on the labour market are dwindling: onee aga:in.,
the number of women seeking work has outstripi:ed the number of men,
According to recent statistilcs  from the emplol;rment authorities,  527. of
job applicants for  whom worlc cannot be found are women, whil-e 647.
of job applicants under 25 are girls.
It  is  of interest  that  482 of unemployed  women were looking for  office
jobs.  The situation  is  particularly  worrying in  the industrial  regiore
in the southern part of the Grard Duchy, an area  traditionally  dominated
by the iron and steel industry.
Useful address: Administration  de I rEmploi
34, Avenue de la Porte Neuve
Luxembourg
NETHERLANDf;
The authorities  and  their  staff
The public authorities  shoul,d make provision for  the care of young chil<lrern
so that women can combine work in  the civil  service and a farnily just  l:lkel
their  male colleagues.  Thi-s will  give \domen a better  chance of  carving
out a career in the civil  service.
A report has been brought otrt by the Werkgroep Emancipatie (emancipatiorr
work group) set up as part of the Dutch Home l4inistry.  The report over.Looks
nothing:  part.-time work, fl-exible working horrrs, hot meals, etc.  It  poi.nts
out that  on:-.y L87 of civil  servants are women' compared with 277" in  the
working population as a whol-e.  Furthermore,  approximately half  of  the
female civil  servants are on the lowest rung of the salary ladder, whilr:
no more than 12 have reachecl the top.
Useful address: Ministerie  van Binnelandse  Zaken
Scheldoekshaven,  The HagueWomen of Europe -  no. 11 -' September/October  L979 - p.  9
Night  shifts?
The Emancipatiekommissie (Emancipation  Conrnission) has been giving.thought
to an amendment of the law on working at night to bring it  in  line  with
the EEC directive  on equality of status for  men and women.
The Conrnissionts opinions were divided on thi.s occasion.  Sorne of its
members believed that  it  would do rnore harm than good to lift  the ban on
women working at night,  and that the problem should first  be considered
in  the broader context of  improving; working c.onditions as a whole.
Another section of the Counnission  thought that any form of discrimination
would be the first.  step towards injustice.  If  women are given greater
protection, this  will  only perpetua.te discrimination.
However that may be, the Commissior, as a whole feels that all  night shifts
should be banned.
Useful address: Emancipatikommi.ss
J.C. van Markenlaa.n,
Rij swij k
Emancipation in  the  Ietherlands
The Dutch national consultative cormittee on woment s emancipation  is  aware
of the interest  aroused in  its  effc,rts outside the Netherlands and has
published a compilation of  its  recc,rmnendatiorrs to the Dutch Government,
translated into English.
Useful address: Emancipatikommrss:.e
J.C. Van Markenlaan 3
Rij swij k
Women and higher  educatiorr
The proportion  of  the female population  i.n higher education has risen
from 4% in  1971 to 97 in  1976, whi.le the proportion of  the male population
has risen  from 77. to  137". The figures are quoted in  rhe statistical  pub-
lieation  brought out by the Ministr:y of Culture, Leisure and Social Work.
The publication also reports that the percentage of women in  the working
pop,rlation has stabiLj"zed at a level of  approximately 257'. Tt appears
itt"t  ."  increasing number of women are working in what the Dutch call  the
t'fourth sectortt:  social and medical services.
Useful address: Ministerie van Culituur, Recreatie en Maatschappelijk  Werk
Steenwoordelaan, :\70
Rij swij k
te
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UNITED  KINCI  DOM
An gqual  pay problern for  the  European Court  in  Luxembourg
The Court of Appeal in London has referred an equal pay case to the Eurclpean
Court in Luxembourg for  an i,nterpretation of hrticle  I 19 of the Treaty clf
Rome.
Mrs. Wendy Smith, a stock room manageress,  wari paid 110 less than her
predecessor in the job,  a marn. The case turns on the wo:rking of Britai-n's
Equal Pay Act of  1970, which irnplies that  ther:e must tre equal pay where men
and women employees are engaged on the same work at  the same time.  The
quesLion to be decided by ttLe Luxembourg Courtr is  whether the Act applies
to like  work where the womarr succeeds the man in  the job,  in  rhe light
of Article  119 and the EEC ilirective  on equal pay.
The Equal Opportunities Conmrission helped Mrs. Srnith to  take her case to
court.  This is  the first  time thal  an EoC-asisisted case has been referrerd
to the Cormnunity  Court.
Useful address: Equal Oppor:tunities  Commission
Overseas House
Quay Street:
Manchester M3 3HN
Equal  opportunities:  a balance  sheet-
The Equal Opportunities Conunission has recent1y published its  Third AnmraL
Report.  While  there is  t's;trong evidence of a deeper awareness among th€t
public" that equality matter:s, in  certain fie-Lds -  notably earnings -  the
momentum I'has almost certainly  come to a halttt.  The Conrnission warns
that the momenttmtowards equality will  be lost  unless both sides of  industr)',
trade unions and employers, ensure that it  is  maintained.
Faced with economic recession,  high unemployment  levels and the fact
that !/omen tend to occupy the lowest paid jobr;, the Commission has now
decided to shift  the emphasils of irs  work frorn equaL pay to ensuring
equal opportunity  for  women at work in  terms of recruitment, training  and
promotion, and to the investigation of  indirect,  rathr:r than direct
discrimination in  these areils.
In 1978, the Commission gave advice to over 4,000 enquirers and paid the
legal costs of 86 applicantr; appealing against sex discrimination in  tri-
bunals and county courts.
Useful address: Equal 0pportunities  Commission
Overseas House
Quay Streel:
Manchester  M3 3HNWomen of Europe -  no. 11 -'Septeinber/October 1970 -  p.  11
Women workers Northern  Ireland
Women represent 427. of. the total  work force in Northern Ireland but today
there is  more unemployment  among \,romen than erver before.  Part of the
trouble is  that traditional  manufacturing industries,  such as textiles,
have contracted during the last  ten. years.  Formerly the majority of the
work force in  such industries were r.^/omen; nour they have to find  outlets in
the service industries and office  work, in  ir:,surance  and banking and
in  the fields  of health and education.
Many fu11-time jobs have disappeared  and more women are engaged on part-time
work.  At present about one in three women urork part*time, particularly
between the ages of 30 and 44 when they are raising their  families.
These facts emerge from an enquiry sponsored by the Northern Ireland
Equal Opportunities  Corrnission and prepared by two women economisls at the
Queents University, Belfast:  Manpower: a statisticaf  sutveg of  women and
work in  Northern lrel-and.
The unemplo)rment position is  worse in Northern Ireland than in  the rest of
Britain.  Unemployment among NorthernL Irish  women rose by 100%
between 1971 and 1977 while unemployment  among men increased by 502 in  the
same period.
The report also notes that the Equal Pay Act,  1970, has helped women to
improve their  earnings in  relation  to menr s from 607. in  I97O to 7t% today,
but the Cosrnission blames trade unions as muc.h as employers for  lack of
better progress.  t'There is  sti11 obvious ig;norance surrounding the
concept of equal p&y", it  says.
IN
Useful address:
The rights of wtves
The Equal Opportunities  Conrnission has protested in a strongly-worded
statement to the Government proposal to withdraw the right  of British
women marrying foreign husbands to settle  wit.h them in  the United Kingdom.
From what is  known of Government  intentions,  ic  appears that Brifish  men,
on the other hand, would retain  the right  to bring their  foreign wives
to settle  in  the country.
If  the Goverment  intenCions are put into prac.ticer says the Commission,
this  would be the firsr  Government  action  r^rhich would reduce the rights
of British  women to equality of  treatment and status since the passage
of the Sex Discrimination Act in  L975.
Useful address: Equal  Opportunities  Conmission
Conrnission House
20, Grosvenor  Hill
London  WlX OHX
Equal  Opportunr
Lindsay House
Callender Street
Belfast  BTl  5DT
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MILITANT  ACTIVITIES
INTERNATIONAL  ORGANIZATIONS
European  Trade  Union  Confederation
At Ehe third  statutory congress of the ETUC, its  outgc,ing president, Heinz
Oskar Vetter,  stressed that existing policy "teduces hundreds of  thousarrds
of women to no more than an industrial  reserve, bdlancing on a seesa\{ which
will  -  depending on the needs of the economy -  tip  novr to\^/ards the kitchien,
now towards the factory".
The general resolution approved by the congress stated. that the ETUC will
t'pursue coulses of action whose aim is  to guarantee equal righfs  to all
men and women workers in our societytt.  In particular,  the Confederatiorr
will  oppose any argument aga.inst women's right  to employment and will
act to achieve equality of  treatment for  IIIen aLnd \{omen.
Useful address: Conf6d6ration Europ6enne des Syndicats
Rue Monlagn.e  aux Herbes Potag;bres I  3?
1000 Brussels
1980:  an ttalternative  conf erencett
As everyone knows, the final  venue for  the United Nations Conference for:
Women in  1980 will  be Copenhagen. That Confe:rence will  review the firsrt
five  years of the Decade of the Woman.
It  has been confirmed that aLnItallernative  conference" will  also be helit
from 14 to 30 July 1980 ,  organized on the lines of the "Forum" in  Mexiccr
on the fringe of the officia.l  conference  in  1975.  The alternative  event
will  take the same themes as its  official  counterpart:  ernployment, health
and education.
A special effort  is  to be ma:de to ensure that a large number of women fr:om.
the developing countries att.end the alternatil'e  conference. It  has beerr
suggested that every woman from an industriali.zed nation who is  to take part
in the alternative conferenee should alrange f:or Lhe financing of  the
travel  and subsistence cost$ of  a woman delegeLte from the Third World.
Useful address: Kvindernes  U-landsudvalg
K/bmagergad,e  67 ltv
1150 Copenhagen
C ountrv  wome'n of  the  world
The 16th triennial  conferencre of the Associated Countr:y Women of  the
World will  be held in Hamburg from 11 to 23 May 1980, to be attended by
1r300 women delegates from 6,9 countries.  Thel practical  arrangements for
the conference are being maile by the German asisociation  of country womerrt
Deut s cher Landf rauenverband  .
Useful address: Deutscher  Landfrauenverb:rnd
Andreas-Hermes-Haus, Godesber:g Allee 142-1'48
5300  Bonn 2
The Associated Countrv Women of  the World
50 Warwick Square
London SW1V 2AJWomen of Europe -  no. 11  -  September/October  1979-:--9.-11
European  Union  of  Women
At its  13th general assembly held l-n Bonn,
elected a Swedish president, Ingricl Diesen
Samlingspartiet).  She is  taking orrer from
Conservative Party in  Great Britairr.  Anne
secretary general.
The European Union of Women has prodrlced a
the"International  Year of the Child -  7979"
member organizations on the subject.
Useful address: European Union of  Women
32 Smith Square
London SWlP 3HHl
Woiiren and Public  Off ice
The world  Federation  of  Twinrred Towns -  united  Towns has held a
conference  at Saint-Vincent in  the Aosta Valley, Italy,  on the theme of
encouraging the holding of public office  by ,;somen. About 200 women
members  came from 16 European and r\frican cor:ntries to  anaLyze in detail
all  those facr-ors which rlstrict  the access,cf women to responsible office
in  the public domain and to express their  deLermination to Promote develop-
ments in  this  direction.
A written report is  available at the Federationfs headquarters; a taPe
recording of a particularly  helpfuL round table discussion is  also available
to anyone interested.
Useful address: F6deration Mondiale des Vi11es Jumel6es-Cit6s  Unies
2, Rue de Logelba'ch
ItuL/  rar].s
Dialogue  between the  women t s ress  and companies
The International Association of Women's  and Home Page Journalists (AIJPF)
has a membership  of  about 400 journalists  from 34 nations.  Its  aim is  to
help them in  thlir  profession' one of the ways being to  arYange for  the
,"grrlrt  pooling of information.  The AIJPF Foundation,  in  turn'  consists of
a  number of  concerns (in  Belgium these number 25 at present' rather
more in  France u"J-iulnut  fewei in  rtaly,  and so on) whose objective is
ro help AIJPF in  its  mission.  It  does this  in particular  by establishing
a two-way channel of  communication  between the press and companies to
promote ih"  i.,t.rests  of  consumers by providing the maximum amount of
information to journalists  on the economic, lechnical and social aspects
of the industrial  and business world.  Regular contact is  maintained by
means of briefing  trips,  round table meeting;s, di-scussion  lunches and so
on.  These help jourrr"fi"t"  writing  for  the women's press to-be-better
informed about the economic and social world in which they 1ive, and there-
fore to pass on that knowledge to their  wofiQr readers.
Useful address: Association fnternationale des Journalistes
de 1a Presse F6rninine et FaLmiliale
President:  Madame L6a MaLrtel
Secretariat :  B,oulevard Clharlemagne 1 , boite  54
the European Union of Women
(a member of the Moderata
Lady Elles,  a member of  the
lJarrow is  the Unionts new
prrblication of  about 50 Pages on
,  s-elting auf the thoughts of ,its
tel.  02/736.80.15
(every morning)
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BELGIUM
A woman president  for  the  Christiarr  Worker I s  Movement
Mrs. Janine Wynants, aged 54, has been appointed to head the Mouvement
Ouvrier Chrdtien.  The current president of "Vie F6minine", a movement
that promotes adult education for  women in  the wbrld of work, Mrs. Wynants
has been described as an "energetic personality, with a mind open to the
outside world""  During her eleven years with Vie F€minine,  she has guided
the movement in  the light  of careful  irhought about the new problems that
women are facing, especially in  the areas of adult education, the promotion
of culture and help to families and irnrnigrants.
The Christian Movement that Mrs. Wynants is  now to preside is  an important
body;  the members of its  inner core are union leaders from the Confeder-
ation of Christian Unions, representatives  of Christian friendly  societies
and self-he1p bodies and delegates  from Vie I'6minine and youth movements.
Useful address: Mouvement 0uvrier  Chrtltien
Rue de la Loi,  !2I
1040  Brrrssels
"Voyellestt
"Voyelles" is  the name of a new monthly magazine which first  made its
appearance in  Belgium early in  September. It  aims to be a periodical
in which "cooking will  takes its place beside politics,  psychology  beside
society, fashion beside the economy, the home beside the world*.
Created, managed and written by women, ttVoyellest'will  also belong to \,{ornen:
it  is  published by a cooperative company in wtrich every'reader  can buy
shares.
In its  second issue,ttVoyelles"  will  print  a questionnaire as part of  a
two-fold survey which will  shed light  on what its  women readers think  aborut
two problerns: politics  and sex.  It  will  be the first  exchange in  the
debate.
Useful address: Voyelles
Boulevard de Waterloo, 99
1000  Brtrssels
French-speaking  party  l/omen
The Front des Francophones -  f'DF -  is  a parfy set up to defend the rights
of French-speaking natives of Brussels.  It  is  the largest party in
Brussels today and has an ttFDF woment s associzrtion"  with cormnittees con-
cerned with all  the problems being tackled by the party'
The only party in  Belgium with a woman chairman, Mrs. Antoinette Spaak,
the FDF is  also one of the very few political  groups to have had a woman
at the head of its  list  of candidates for  the European elections.Women of Europe -  no. 11 -  September/October  1979 -  p.  15
"Firmly persuacled that the best way to bring about the triumph of  feminism
is  for  women to unite,"  to quote Gisdle Leunen, the vice president, "the
women of FDF have had the idea of h,clding regular meetings of women from
al1 French-speaking parties in Belgium. For the pasL three years they
have been coming together fo decide on the points that mosL urgently need
to be brought up in  their  own parties."
Useful address: Association  des Femmes IrDF
127, Chauss6e de Charleroi
1060  Brussels
Women bosses
Structural steelwork, foundryrvork, brewing, heating:  the Belgian association
of women heads of  companies has members who are active in  every sector'
not only those sectors cuscomarily  thought. of  as "female".  Founded in  1948'
the "As;ociation Belge des Femmes Chefs drEntrepriSest' represents all
those women who ornm or effectively  run an industrial  concern or a business,
either on their  or^rrr or with a husband or member of the family.  As the
years have gone by, the Association has moved uP to the front  line  of
Laftle  in fighting  for wider recognition of women's rights  in  areas such
as their  fegal riltrts  in marriage as embodied in  Belgian Taw, a married
womants tegat capacity and tax arlangements for  husbands and wives.
Mrs. Armand Dutry, the president of  the Belgian Association, has also
presided the World Associarion since the spring of  1979 '
useful address: Association Belge des Femmes chefs drEntreprises
Boulevard  G6n6ral Wahis, 15
1030  Brussels
Speaking  out
The Belgian trade union confederation,  Algemeen Belgisch Vakverbond  (ABW
for  shoit),  has brought out a booklet with the title  of  "Heb je  zeg, ken
je  rechtentt-  speak out, kr-row your rights.  A.s a union body' ABW wants
lo help its  members and its  women nilitants  to obtain forthright ' 
accurate
information  about the problems with which working women are concerned'
How to look for  a job,  read a contract'  registel  as unemployed' retire:
the booklet providls practieal  advice  on the major turning poin1s in  a
womants working 1ife.
Useful address: Nationaal  Veranteoordel  i jke  ttVrouwentt van het  ABVV
lulevr. Marina Hoornaert
HoogstraaL, 42
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Consumerism:  a new concept
Consumer protection is  no longer a narrow fiel-d;  it  is  no longer restricterd
to irrnediate, material concelrns.  The concept of  consumer protection hirs
been broadened and is  paving; the way for  a new model of  consumerism.
Quoting examples in  support of her contention,, Fanny l'uks -  an economisl:
and the president of the National Council of Ilelgian  Women, has reviewed
the new developments  in  consumer affairs  in  a booklet thaE is  now generally
available.  Its  text was used as a working document in  the course of
a seminar on the theme of "llomen of Europe for: a more human and just  socierty'"
conducted jointly  by Ehe Bel.gian Council of the European tlovement and bll
the National Council of Belg;ian Women (French-speaking  section).
Useful address: Fanny Fuks
Conseil  National  des Femmes Belges
Place Qudterlet, la
1030  Brussels
Infor-Femmes
If  you are passing through Libge, you will
Infor-Ferunest  new and spacious premises at
day from 8.30 to 12 ar'd from l  to 5.30 p.m.
Useful address: Infor-Femmes
10, Rue Trerpp6
4000  Libge
firrd a friendly  welcome at
10,, Rue Trapp6. Open every
DENMARK
Women claim  special  statute
"True equality cannot be actrieved by treating unequal things in  the samr:
wdy", declares Dansk Kvindesiamfund, the Assocj-ation of Danish Women.
Founded in  1871, it  is  the oldest woments movement in  Denmark.
The Association has publisherd its  proposal thaL. a special statute be creat.ed
for women. By rrstatutett it  means a set of melasures which will  help to
counteract the discrimination  suffered by womeln at every level of  society.
It  implies that women shouldl be treated more favourably than men, at  lezrst.
for  a specified transitional  period until  truer de facto equality of  the
sexes is  achieved.
This special statute can be broughr into beinp5 in  several ways.  The
Association declares that ttre first  priority  i-s to establish quotas for
men and women, for  instance:
-  amending electoral law so that women will  take up 502 of  the seats in
Danish Parliament (the Fol.keting),  municipal" councils and the general
departmental councils  ;
-  passing a law that will  gi-ve women 507" of. ttre seats on elected commitreesl
-  passing a law giving womerr 507" of the seats on cormnittees of experts  and.
advisory bodies.Women of Europe -  no. 11 -  September/0ctober  1979 - p.  17
The Association also cal1s for  changes in  the working conditions of  those
engaged upon political  work.  For instance,
-  people engaged on political  actir,'ities  must be entitled  to obtain release
from their  jobs;
-  to the extent possible, political  meetings should be held in the daytime;
-  loss of earnings due to political.  activities  should be made up out of
public funds;
-  municipal authorities  shoutd prol,ide ample facilities  to enable parents
with young ehildren to participat.e in politicatr  life.
Equality  on  paler  is  not  enou€lh
The Association of Danish Women has put forw;rrd many arguments in  favour
of its  proposed special statute for  women. ltlthough in principle  Danish
r^7omen have the same rights  as men, they have been forced to recognize that
equality on paper does not automatically lead to equality of  status in
practical  terms.  Women are under a handicap from the start  and they need
to be given preferential  treatment, at least for  an interim period.
For  or  against  -  more often  against
The Associations's proposal has spzLrked off  a 1ively debate in  the press
and on the radio and television.  Some peopiLe are in  favour, others are
against the motion, but the "cons" are in  the majority.
The main people arguing against the suggestion are those with political
authority,  who are essentially men, although some women - mostly from
the Conservative Party -  have also come out against it.
The argument most commonly advancecl by the proposalts opponents is  that  a
political  post must be given to the candidate best qualified  to hold it,
without consideration of sex.  Thi: Associat:Lonfs  reply is  that the criteria
governing qualifications  are definerd by men, above all  o1d men. This means
that women are discriminated against because they do not have the same
qualifications  as men,
Special  statute  _ for  men
The Association  has also pointed out that men have benefited from special
status for  many years without anyone finding  it  odd:  it  has been tradition-
al  for  a number of places to be automaticall'7 reserved for  male candidates
applying for  teacher training  col1eges. The exptanation given is  that most
teachers in primary education are women, a s:ituation that  eannot be con-
sidered as healthy.  "If  we accept that it  irs tunhealthyt for  the teaching
staff  of a primary school to be dorninated by a single sex, in  this  case
\^/omenr" asserts the Association, ttshould we n{f,t draw the logical  inf erence;
is  it  not just  as unhealthy for  the rest of  society to be dominated by men?"
The Association has also drawn pub.Lic attenLion to the fact  that other coun-
tries  grant women special status.  In  Sweden, for  example, efforts  have been
made for  many years to help women take up posts in  the civil  service that
were traditionally  held by men.  ltoday Sweden is  implernenting a policy
giving women preferential  conditions for  a t:ransitional period.Women of Europe -  no. 11 -  tiepternber/October .1979 -  p.  18 -
Figures  that  speak louder  than  words
A survey  conducted by  the  Danish Counc:i-1 for  equality of  the
sexes has shown that there are sound reasons for  seek.ing new ways of
achieving true equality.  '.tn T976, the Counc:ll investigated Che number
of women members of public bodies or councils,  Its  findings were far
from encouraging: only 8.7i1 of. the bodies surveyed were women.
Following this  survey, the Council asked the l?rime Minister to take act.iort
to deal with the situation.  He wrote a letter  to the ministries  stressirrg
the need for  a fairer  balance between men and rdomen. In 1978, the Courrci..l
arranged for  another surveyl it  showed that the proportion of women hol<lirrg
seats on those bodies had r:lsen to 9.22'rct  a very .Lmpressive outcome o1:
his efforts,
The Council then tried  to f:Lnd out what oppori:unities women had had to
be elected to public bodies,,  First  of all,  it  drew up a list  of the bodiesr
that had met regularly throrrght the period fr<>m 1976 to 1978.  It  added up
Ehe number of  seats formerl;r occupied by men rohich had fallen  vacant duririg
the period as well as the number of new seats created by increasing the:ir
urernbership.  It  found that 900 new members had been appointed to a total
of  357 bodies between 1976 and 1978. Out of  these 90() seats, only 72 had
gone to women. During the same period, 28 wornen members had been rep1a,:ecl
bv men.
The survey furnishes object:Lve evidence for  tl-re claim made by the Assoc.iation
of Danish Women that even though men and women are equal in  law they ha're
not automatically become eqrral in practice.
Useful address: Dansk Kvinderamfund
Nielr; Itemmingsensgade,  10
1153  Copenhagen K
9: gIsl-- c99:tgg:gg: --1:!1 grs--319--rePlie:
Wherever possible, lfomen of Europe quotes a "useful address" for
each item of information it  mentions.  lthts helps gradually  to
create a  network of solidarity  throughout Europe'  If  that
address is  really  to be useful,  however, two things rnust happen:
1.  our women reade:rs must write  (and we know they write
a good deal);
2.  the bodles they write  to must rep.ly (we are not quite
so sure that theY alwaYs do).Women of Europe -  no. 11 -  September:/October 1979 -  p.  19
FRANCE
The abortion  debace
Several thousand  women have marched through the streets of Paris to demon-
strate in  favour of "total  and final  decrimi.nalization  of abortion, the
abolirioq  of all  restrictions  and dissuasive measures and the provision
of f:rcilities  for  safe abortion on demand".
At the same time, Choisir -  an associat.ion prresiderd by Maitre Gisdle Halimi
was holding an international  symposium at UNESCO headquarter:s in Paris on
the theme of "Choosing to give life".
During these  three  days of discussion, reports and thought, it  became
apparent that there was sti1l  a gcrod deal of room for  progress, both in  the
legislative  field  and in  terms of public awareness and attitudes.
The debate organized by Choisir came at a tj-me when the law on the voluntary
termination of pregnancy  was to  cc,me before French Parliament for  review
after  the first  five  vears of its  existence.
"The choice of whether or noL to p;ive life  j-s a matter of freedom. We ask
you to give us the means whereby lire can exer:cise rhis  freedomr not to judge
us.ttdeclared Maitre Haliuri at  ttre round table meeting at which members
of French Parliament  from all  the parliamentary groups were represented to
discuss the abortion 1aw.
hlhatever the status of  legislatiorr  in  France and Europe, however, it  is
important to take a closer look at, male attiltudes.  Tn the words of
Jatqueline Nonon, head of the Bureau for  questions concerning woments em-
ploynent in  the European Commission who was chairing a discussion among
lr"i"  unionists, "thele must be a policy of  j-nterchangeability  of roles;
women must be better  integrated irr politica-L and economic life  and men must
be better  integrated in  family 1ife".
Useful address: Cho i s ir
30, Rue Rambuteatr
75003  Paris
A  children's charter
As part of the activities  for  the International Year of the Child,  the
Associations F6minines et Familia.Les des Har:ts-de-Seine -  a group of
woments and family associations irr the  area  of Hauts-de-Seine  -  has
produced a report under the title  ofttUn Projet pour les Enfants".
This "childrents charterrt is  avai.lable on request.  It  contains ten
chapters on the themes of the fam:i1y, preparations for  the arrival  of  a new
baby, pregnancy, the new baby, caring for  the baby, bringing up the child,
".r.ritor,r"ttt, 
disadvantaged  childrr:n, gifted  children and adoption.
Useful address: D6legation b  lra  Condition  F6minine
Pr6fecture des Hauts-de-Seine
177, Avenue Jolirrt-Curie
92013  Nanterre  Cedex
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Femme 2000
An association  led  by Yvette  Roudy, a Ilocialist  member of  Europr:atr
Parliament, "Fertrne 2000", hars launched a survey on r^/omen at work that is  both
French and European.
"The silence shrouding discr:imination  at work rcanoot be allowed to continur:,
it  must be brokenl" declares Yvette Roudy, "th,e lega1 machinery exists but
it  is  not used and few women know their  rights."
The questionnaire being dist.ributed by "Femme 2000" contains fifteen  clear'-
cut questions that tackle for:r rnajor themes wichout any hypocrisy:  access
to employment  and recruitmen[;  training;  prornotion; and earnings.  Wo:rnen
are invited to quote specifi,:,  concrete instances.
In this way, "Femme 2000" hopes to compile valruable evidence and bring to
light  cases of discriminatior:r that would be co'vered by the law.  Although
the questionnaire is  to be distributed  in France first,  it  is  being
translated and distributed  irr other European c,cuntries to provide invaluab.Le
material for  comparison  and promoting  widespre,ad solidarity  among European
working women.
Copies of the questionaire  can be obtained by ,uriting  to the headquarters
of Femme 2000.
Useful address: Femme 2000
162 Bouleva:rd de Montparnasse
I )U L4  ral:t-s
GERMANY
Deutscher  Frauenring  Il .V.
A non-political  and non-denorninational  associacion  of women, Deutscher
Frauenring was founded exactLy thirty  years ag,o at Bad Pyrmont to promote
the civic  education and solirlarity  of women.
Under the presidency of Eva llhrlich,  the association  now has a membership
of  7 1500 divided into  a hund:red or so local grcups.  Deutscher  Frauen'-
ring is  directing  its  efforts  and discussions Eowards topical  themes such
as urbanization, vocational :retraining for  woflllerrr the environment, refor.m
of the schools and the provirsion of assistance to the elderly.
Deut sche Frauenring  is  on the German Coun,:il of the European Moveme:nt
and is  also a member of the lnternational Coun,lil of-Wolhenandthe Inter-
national A1l,iance of  l,rlornen.
To mark the International Yeirr of the Chi1d, the  association  has
conducted a particularlf  interesting  d:iscussion on the theme of
the child and its  environment.
Useful address: Deutscher  Frauenring  E.V.
44 Ludwigstrrasse
6300  Lahrr-Giessen
qtember/0ctober
Blind women
Out of the 80,000 registered blind  persons in  Federal Germany, 567. are
women. A braille  magazine is  produced especially for  them with the name
of ttUnter Uns" (betv/een ourselves),  It  is  directed mainly at younger r^romen,
and is  a team mate for  another magazine entitled  ttFrauenweltt' (woment s
world) which is written with the older woman in mind.
Useful address: Unter  Uns
Am Schlag
3550  Marburg
No  admittance  for  men
To establish numerical equality between men and women, Liberal women have
had an original  idea:  no more men should be accepted as party members
until  women make up 502 of. its  ranks.  The decision has already been
reached by the gerlin-Tiergarten section of the German Liberal lurty.
Useful address: FDP  Bundesgesr:hbf tsstelle
Baumscheidstrasse,  15
5300  Bonn 1
Anti-nuclear  campaign
ttCourage", a magazine for  self-employed women, has launched a campaign
against nuclear energy.  More than 15,000 women have signed a petition
forwarded to the Bundestag.  In addition to a moratorium, the signatories
are calling  for  a referendum on the use of nuclear energy in Federal
Germany.
Useful address :  C ou r ag e
Bleibtreustrasse,  48
1000  Ber l in  '12
Women on works councils
According  to a recent analysis conducted by the German trade union
congress, DGB, the number of women elected to works councils has been
growing steadily.  In  1978, appro:ximately  33,000 women were elected to
these bodies representing the work force in  factories  and workplaces,
bringing the proportion of women representatives  up ro 17.I2 of the total
compared with  11.47. in  7968,  They are even starting  to take the chair
of works councils: 10,77. are chaired bv women.
Useful address: Deutscher  Gewerkschaftsbund
Abteilung Frauen
Hans-B6ck1er  Strasse, 39
4000  Dtisseldor:f  30Women and national  military  service
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CutEing working  hours
ttA six  hour  day f or  all"  is  the namer and tl're platfot:m, of a group
(Sechs-Stunden-Tag fiir  alle)  whose objective ir; to enable bot'h men and
women to reconcile the claim,s of family life  and a job'
0nce again, the congress of women from the IG l4eta11 unior"l (for  the meteLl-
lurgical  engineering ittd.t"tty)  has come out ag;;rinst parrt-time  work and in
f avour of a general reduction in  the working r^teek to  3i5 hours.
Useful addresses: Sechs-Studen-Tag fiir:  a1le
c/o Adith Tohde
Mariernterrasse,  26
2000  Harnbur_g  76
IG Metal1  -  Abteilurrg  Frauen
Wilherlrn-Leuschner  Strasise, 7g-fi5
6000  Frankfurt  am I{ain
National service for  women? The magazinettEmlattis in  favour (see Women
of Europe no.8179), but marry other voices harre been r:aised against the
idea.  A Social Democrat Pzrrty woments workirrg group,, for  instance, has
come out firmly  against any such proposal.  l.:n addition,  on the initiatir,'e
of Marie Louise Berg and ottrers , a large mrmber of we.Ll known people in
German public life  have sigrred a resolution  vrilttr the expli,cit  title  of
ttwomen in the Federal Army? We say nol".
Useful addresses: Arbe j-tsgemeinschaf  t
SPD Parteivorstand
Ollenhauerstrasse,  I
5300  Bonn
So;lialdemokrati.scher  Frauen
Marie  Louise  Berg
Bonner Strasse 208
5650  Solingen  11
A  helpins, hand for  mothers under  stress
Thirty years ago, the wife of the first  President of the lrederal German
nepuUiit, E1ly Hauss-Knapp, set up a foundation named ttMiittergenesungs';.rerk"
whose aim is  to provide overworked molhers or those f,acini; overwhelming
problems with the chance to recuperate, physir:al1y and mentally.  The
ioundation provides holiday homes where they r:an rest for  three weeks and  n
at the same time, finds a household help to look after  their  homes.  There
are L32 such homes throughout Germany today, r:atering for  mothers under
stress.  More than 50,000 r,romen every year t,ake the opportunity of  a
break at a place where the.7 can discuss their  personal problems with other
women. The foundation also holds special corlrses on coping with handicapped
children living  in the famiLy.
ttMiittergenesungswerktt is  a n,cn-goverffnent  organ.ization  f inanced by donatiorrs
and private fund-raising acrivities.
Mti t t, er g ene sung swe r f:
Deutenbacherstrasse,  1
o  -  8504 Stein  /  b._ Ngl.!".g
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Fi"::jg
Those  whcr mourn .,-,.1  ^--:  ^..^ dLru  Iirrcvl:
l'o1lowing the wave of terrorist  bornbings in  k'eland, Anne Kavanagh, chair-
woman of the Councit for  the Statrrs of Women t.hat represents 32 national
organizations, issued a statement saying:  "The Council for  the Status of
Women expresses its  sense of  shame and sorrow at the loathsome acts carried
out in  the nane of  Ireland in  the last  few day,s.  We know frorn those who
have approached us that we speak not only for  the members of our organiz-
ations but also for  tire great majority of womern throughout the country  who
seek, thr:ough us, to exfress such feelings.
"We are aware of our responsibility  to work fc,r the creation of a society
in which strch deecls r"iould be unthinkable."
The statement ended: ttOur hearts go orit to  thLose who mourn and grievett.
Useful acldress: Council  for  the  Status  of  Women
29 l'lerrion Square
Dublin  2
Woment s  vote a reality
"Anyone who tries  to deny that there is  a r,i,oments vote after  this  is
ignoring reality  and will  certainly  pay dearly for  the mistake in  the next
election":  so said Irelandfs Government  Opposition Leader, Garrett Fitz-
gerald, when the last  of the recent Euro-votes had been counted.  The fact
is  that women performed better than anyone had dared hope in  the fight  for
European Parliament seats and in  the 1ocal ele,ctions, which ran simultaneously.
The five  women running for  Europe po11ed 11% first  preference votes and in
fact  repr:esented almost lLZ of the candidates. Two -  Eilen Desmond and Sile
de Valera -  were elected and the rem.aining three gave their  male counter-
parts an unprecedented run for  their  money.
Nuala Fennell" for  instance,came within  a hairts  breadth of winning a second
Fine Gael seat; Monica Barnes, virtually  unknc,vm in rural  Leinster, polled
a staggering 21,000 first  preference votes *  aLnd she had never run for
public offj,ce before,  Jane Di1lon-Byrne, fot  Labour, did well  and while
most of her transfer votes went to her party running-mates,  over 11000 of
them went to another woman in  another party.
In the loca1 elections, history  of a similar  k"ind was being made. Dublin's
sitting  Lord Mayor, Paddy Belton, was ousted by' a 22 year old schoolteacher,
Mary Flaherty.  One 1ocal authority ward retu.rned a female rnajority giving
the same authority an overall  female total  of  29 per cent.  Many other local
councils came cli;se, with 202 to  25% xepresent.ation  being recorded.  The
most spectacular result,  however, came in Wate:rford where Katherine Bulbulia
-  a ne\.{comer to elections, to the neighfourhLood and to her party,  Fine
Gael -  not only beat one of her partyt s Dail  f'rontbenchers in  a constituency
which had never before returned a -,ioman but also topped the po1l.Women of Europe - no. 11 -  September/0ctoA"tL2f2:--p.A
t'I  doubt if  wet11 ever have to ask twhy not a woman?t again" was the ver:dict
of phil  Moore of the Women'sr Political  AssocieLtion which, less than a dercade
ago, began its  campaign to g;et women int.o politics  at a time when womenrs
representation in  government was around 2 per cent.
Useful address: The Women's Political  Association
Rosney Housre, Alberl  Road
Glenageary,  Co. Dubtin
Feminists  from North  and South come together
Feminists from Northern lreland and the Irish  Republic have recently for:me,d
a Woments Feminist Federation with the intentj-on of uniting  feminist  group'|s
on both sides of the border.  They plan to pElss news and information be-
tween member groups and to trold regular meetirlgs to decide on contrnon iss;ue,s.
Useful address: The Women's Ferninist  Federation
8 Marlborough  Street
Dublin  I
A  tax  on marrlage
As in Belgium, there are growing protests in  llreland against the way that
married people are taxed.  Francis and Mary l{urphy, both schoolteachers,
are challenging the Income llax as it  applies to married couples and have
brought their  case before ttre High Court.
The couple married in  1975 zrnd have an infant daughter.  They say they har,'e
ro pay 1500 *otu a year tharr rhey would have ilf  they had been living
together without marrying.
The Irish  income tax authorjlties regard a wife's  earnings as those of hr:r
husband  and their  combined earnings are assessed at  a higher rate.
Separate assessmenl is  permilssible bul a couple still  pays the same toLill
amount in tax.
Useful address: Married  Person's  Tax Ref r:rm Association
52 Lakelands Avenue
Stil-lorgan,  Co. Dublin
Housing difficulties
In  a country  where there is  no divorce in  the eyes of the law, Irish
women who separate from the:Lr husbands often r:xperience difficulties  in
finding acconrnodation. The::e are two reasons: either  they cannot earn
enough to meet housing costli in  the private sector or because they may
not qualify  for  rehousing (:i-f they have previously been housed by a local
authority) so long as their  husbands occuPy a family home allocated to
them by an authority.
In any case, there is  a chronic shortage of  loca1 authority housing,
especially in Dublin.  It  :Ls to investigate  1[hese difficulties  that  th,a
Aim Group has formed a hous:Lng sub-cormnittee. Its  first  task witl  be trc
compile a national survey as evidence of the plight  of  these homeless
women.
Useful address: Ms. Clara (llarke
c/o  Aim  Group
L4 LeesonL Street,  Upper
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ITALY
Law on  rape
The Italian  Women's Liberation Movement, supported by the Italian
Women's Union (Unione Donne Italiane)  and marry other feminist groups,  has
proposed a bill  (in  Italy, legislation  may be put before Parliament by
popular denand) to combat the violence of which women are the victims.
"In  the first  place, the intention underlyin€! our proposed bill  is  to
change the customs and mentalities which stil1  prevail  in our society.
We feel  that it  would not be very helpful  to  change the criminal 1aw unless
a campaign has first  been conducted on problerms that have never been
tackled or,  if  they have, have been very badly handled."
The main points embodied in  the bill  are:  trials  should be public and not
held in  camera, to ensure that women can atte:nd the sessions and ensure
that women victin:s of rape  are  not  depicted  as  the  accused rather
than the accuser; woments movements should tre able to act as plaintiffs
taking civil  proceedings in  criminal cases arLd to be legally  represented
at trials;  methods of investigation and quesrtioning should be changed so
that the victim  is  nor called upon to go into  all  the embarrassing and
distressing details;  the rape victim  should not have to prove her lack of
consent;  such cases should be dealt with more quickly than is  customary
for  criminal cases to avoid trials  that drag on  and on and the need for
the victims to give evidence on such traumati.c events many months after
they have happened; the concept -  one that  i.s new to Italian  law -  of
ttgroup rapett should be introduced and the mirLimum penalties increased;
special attention should be paid to sex attaeks comnitted inside marriage,
which are no more excusable  than an.y other form of violence.
A "proposal generated on the initia.tive  of  ttre people" must be supported by
the signatures of 50,000 citizensl  work on collecting  those signatures has
already started.
Useful address: Movimento di  Liber  azione  del1e  Donne
Via del Governo Vecchio 39
Rome
After  the European elections
The National,Council  of Italian  Women (Consj.glio Nazionale de1le Donne
Italiane)  has completed a critical  analysis of the European elections.
Noting that the proportion of women elected to European Parliaments is
larger  than the proportion of elected member:s of ltalyts  national Parlia-
ment, The Council said that this  de,velopment is  evidence of greater pa.r-
ticipation  and cornrnitment to Europe, on the,p;Lrt of \^/omen, both voters and
the elected.
The Council wonders whether the absence of women from the political  scene
may not be a sign of a more concrete approactr to reality  and the concern to
face problems more squarely so that  an earlier  solution can be found'  This
attitude  may be the cause of  their  dislrust  of what the parties say and
how they act.  The European political  scene i-s new and the parties do not
have such a stranglehold ac they dc' over national issues.Women of  EuroPe -  no 11 -  September/0ctober  L979
Women may view Europe with  8n  undisillusionecl  interest'  They
may look on this  new Europe as an opportunity to end r-he imbalance that
has always been characteristic of womenfs desLinies"
useful address: consiglio l{azionale del1e Donne ltaliane
Via Ennio (luirino Visconti,  li5
Rome
Thirty five  women's associaLions which had meL before the sunrner on the
initiative  of Ines Boffardi,  then Secretary  o:f State for  Women's Status,
in  the presence of representatives  from the F,oreign and the Home Ministrir:s,
decided to pool their  efforEs to help Vietnamese  refugees wishing to sett[e
in Italy.
Housing, help, work and education: the women's groups mot,ilized a1I their
,""o.r.I"". 
-i'Itrlian  families will  not find  it  in  themselves to bar their
doors to children so victimized by misfortune.  It  will  tre the best and
most concrete way of contributing towards the InternatiorLal  Year of  the
Chi1d" stressed Ines Boffardi.
A  family  policI  for  EuroPe
The Centro  Int  ernazionzrle  Studi  Famig-Lia  (interrrational centre
for  family research) is  to hold a European synlposium in l'lilan in  June 198ll
on tta t"rity  policy in Europet'.  Government relsponsibilities,  the role
of families, the tasts of sotial  workers an<l ttre views of politieians:  these
will  be the guidelines for  the work that  is  beiing planneci.
useful address: centro  Int  eTllazionale  Studi  Famigliia
Via Giotto 36
Mi 1 an  20L45
NETHERLANDS
Su rname  s
A womenr s group from Rotterdam  has decided to  launch a niational campaign
to the effect  that the children of divorced prirrents should be allowed t'o
choose their  motherrs surna.me rather than theLL of her di.,rorced husband.
The group will
experience  on
Useful address
be very interrested to hear frcxn any women who have had
this  subiect.
Groep  Naamrecht
Vrouwenhui.s Rotterdam
Van Vollenhoven  straat
Rotterdam
Women name si e
OLWomen 
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Seven  candles  _for  Spare _Sl_L
Spare Rib,  the well known British
its  seventh birthday.  It  is  run by a
of whom receives t6 a day in pay.  A11
to be done, whcthcr it  is  sweepirrg Llre
fcmi nj st magazine. has just  cclebrated
e nl  I ect  irzn  ororrn  ^ l-  I (  ^^^il Lrv(  13 lvuP  ul  rJ  wurrrslr,  cdL
of  them help with the work that is
office  floor  or writins  the articles.
Ttre circulation  of  Spare Rib is  25,000 copies a month, although it  is
estimatcd that about six women read each copy.  The publi.cation is  economic-
ally  viable, whi.ch is  no mean achievemenl on tlre very tough woments magazinc
market.
It  is  Spare Ribr s ambition to r^rrite about r:ather than  for  women; it  has
\,rromen readers of  every age.  Over the years, in the light  of  experience
it  has become apparent that women are basically  interested in  problems of
health, pregnancy and childbirth,  their  relationships  with  cl.ri1dren,
rfnequal opportunities  at wor:k, sexual abuse  and the 1ot of women in
other countries.  These questions are rarely  discussed fr:rnklv bv otSer
hTomen t s magaz ines .
The letters  from women readers and the unsolicited articles  serrt  to the
editor prove that  Spare Rib is  truly  responsive to woments concerns.
Useful address: Spare  Rib
27 Clerkenwell
London EC I
Women doctors
The number of  \^romen doctors  is  increasing all  the time but they
have still  failed  to obtain the m61s se,nior  posts in medicine.  In  1970,
292 of medical students were women; by October I918, this  percentage had
risen to 3B%. It  is  likely  that half  of rhe students graduating from
medical school in  the nid-80's wiil  be women.
As things are today, however, women account for  no more than 9% of National
Health Service consultants, 182 of senior registrars  and ZLZ of  senior
house officers.
Useful address: Medical  Woment s Federation
Tavistock House North, Tavistoek Square
London  WClH 9HX
The way chambermaids live
Thirty  chambermaids at one of Londonts famous hotels,  Grosvenor House'
have been sacked because they struck for better working conditions.  Ellen
Gallagher, who led fhe plotest,  had no experience in  labour disputes but
she succeeded in  winning from the  management a pay r:i.se',from f.34 to t43
a week for  chambermaids  living  in  and to t58 for  those living  outside the
hotel.  She also obtained an agreement that they should \^/ork no more than
five  days at a stretch rather than a seven day rota.
Unfortunately, neither Ellen nor her 29 colleagues gained any of  these
benefits:  no powerful hotel workerst union supported them and, following
five  rreeks of tension, the women were dismissed.  They hope that an indus-
trial  tribunal will  order them to be reinstated but the company that owns the
hotel,  Trust House Forte, has already let  it  be knoqm that there is  no
question of taking on any employee  who has been dismissed.  In the meanwhile,
the chambermaids have been forced to look for  other jobs.Women of Europe - no. i1 -  September/OctoA* .\2f2---l-t-4-
Scottish  Convention Wome n
Since  its  inaugural  meeting in February I977, the: Scottish Conventjon of
Women has been engaged on a.n even larger numt,er of very (toncrete activities:
a report to the Equal Opportunities  Commissic,n on malried women and incorn.e
tax, a seminar on equality in  education in  Scotland, plartning a research
prografi[ne on r/omen and unde,r-achievement, in  r:ooperat.ion with Lhe Nevisl
lnstitute,  and a critical  study of childrentsi periodi,cals,  etc:.
Useful address: Scottish  Convention  of  Women
Mrs. Amy Jamieson
1 Douglas Crescent
Edinburgh  EI{12 5BB
Mutual  help  for  women
Many mothers,  separated  from their  farnily background, come up againsit
serious difficulties  in  carering  for  their  children under school age
during the day.  The Pre-Sichool  Playgroups hssociatj-on, a body subsidi-ze,d
by the authorities,  is  tryi.ng to end this  isolation.
Its  aim is not to provide eare for  the childr:en of working mothers but to
offer  mothers an opporturLity to broaden thelir horizons by contact with
other paren;s and to give them a little  freed,cm durirrg the week' secure
in  the knowledge that their  child  is  in  good hands.
The Association was creaEeil as a result  of  an article  which appeared in  t.he
Guardian in  1961, when Bell.e Tutaev invited leaders to j,c,in a campaign tc'
obtain more nursery schoolsi for  the under-firres.
The response to this  appeal was very great,  sio great that. in  1962 the llPl'
was set up.  Today, 11,000 "playgroups" have.been brought into being, carir:,g
for  almost half  a million  children whose ages range from three to four  arrd
a half.  Groups for  ctrildren under 3 have in marry cases been creal-ed
in  conjunction with these trrlaygroups.
More than half  of the playg;roups are run by parents' conmittees and SliL ctf
the groups have parents as leaders.  At an ilverage price of 38 p. Per
session, Ehey are held for  two to three hours a day.
The venture has taken on unexpected  proportions with the help given by ttre
Open University, which has organized courses for  parents.  Very speciaL
attention has been paid to handicapped childr:en and the children of
immigrant workers.  Many mothers associated with the playgroups have
discovered that they have :rn unexpected talent  for  organi"zation or teachi.ng;
that stands them in  good st.ead when their  chji. ldren are older and they
return to jobs or training.,
Useful address: Pre-School,  Playgroups Assocjlation
Alford House, Aveline Street:
London SE11 5DH
oftember/0ctober
Labour Women 1n Conference
Major concerns at the National Conference of Labour Women held in mid-June
included a call  for  a free loca1 authority service of care and education
for: all  children under five;  a plea for  the introduction of paternity  leave;
a demand for  a minimum basic wage to help the low-paid, most of whom are
wonlen; and an attack on continuing sex discrimination, particularly  in  the
field  of tax and social security legislation.
A report on the May general election prepared by the Chief Womenrs Officer,
Joyce Gould, noted that despite emphasis on sex equality in  the last  few
years there had been no improvement in  the number of women nominated,
short-listed  or selected as Labour candidates.  Of the 52 Labour women
candicates (out of a 623 total  of all  candidates),  only 2lZ (11) were
elected, compared with the 432 of  successful candidates on the full  Labour
list.
"The party,"  sa.id Joyce Gou1d, "must give immediate attenLion to overcoming
the obstacles to women's ful1  participation  in politics."  She believes that
it  it  as the pre-election level  in  the constituencies that attention must
be directed.
Ltseful address: Joyce Gou1d, Chief Women's Officer
Labour Party,  Transport  House
Smith  Square
London  SW1
Women t s Farm and  Garden Association
As its  rrame implies, the WFCA is  an organization catering largely for
women in  farming and in the country.  It  is  a member of the Conrnittee of
Prc,f essicrnal Agricultural  Organi,zations  in  the European Comrnunity  (COpA)
and produces a 1ive1y journal,  covering a wide range of agricultural
interests.
The idl'GA makes an annual award of i100 to agricultural  or horticultural
students (irrespective of  sex) wishing to widen their  area of  study either
by an overseas visit  or by working on a specific  and specialized  project.
The winnerr of the award is  expected to produce a well-researched  written
report which wi11 be consider:ed for  publication.
The 1979 bursary has been awarded to Peter Jeffries,  a fourth year
veterinary science student at Liverpool University.  He plans to specialize
as a vet in fish  diseases and the bursary will  help him to go to America
to further his  studies.
Useful address: Woments Farm and Garden Association
Courtauld House, Byng Place
London WClE 7JHWomen of Europe -  no. 11 -  September/October'J'979  -  P. 30
IN EUROPEAN  PARLIAME]!]T
Two  women presidents  -  A striking  fea.ture of the formal opening; of
Parliament was the presenc'e of  two women whcr
presided the Assembly in  Lurn.  Firsr  of a1l,  Madame Louise Weiss, in her
capacity as the senior member, presided the i.naugural session with outsitand-
irrg arrtirotity and aplomb. She then passed ov'er trer powers to the newll'
elected president, Madame Simone Wei1.
It  is  only right  that a wonan should preside a Connnunity institution,  trut
it  is  stil1  unconnon  and thLe event deserves mention.  Simone Veil's
elecrion to this  office  not only testifies  to her exceptional personali ty
but also typifies  the growing part that womerr are taking in building a new
Europe.
Changes:  Signora Maria Antonietta Macciocchi (Italian  Radical Partlr)
has succeeded  Leonardo  ScieLscia on his resigrration f rom European Parli;rme,nt.
Signora Leonilde Jotti  (IteLlian Conrnunist Par:ty) has given up her mandate:
as a European deputy becausie she has been entrusted wifh senior office  in
Italian  Parliament.  Mrs. Shelagh Robert (Conservative Party) stood as
a candidate for  European Pzrrliament for  a second time, si.nce her electjlorr
had been invalidated when sihe won in June.  tihe has now been re-electe<l
with 41,096 votes, against 32,632 for  the Labour candidate and 23,842 l:'ot'
the Liberal.
Special  supplenent:  Before  the  eind of  the  year,
lflomen of Europe will  be bringing out a special supplement on
the women who have beein elected to European Parllament (their
political  background, their  membership  of  committees, etc')'
In  the  Bureau:  Madame Danielle De March (French Communist Party) has
ffiPresidentoftheEuropeanl]ar1iamerrtBtrreau.Madamr:
Colette Flesch (kucembourg ]"iberal) has been r:lected questor.
"l{omen's" posters -  The European comrnission is  preparing  an
."t itition  of election posters produced for  the European elections.
It  would be a pity  if  some of the poste:rs designed by and for
women were to be over.l"ooked. If  you have not already done so,
please send us your postersr two of  each if  possible-
European Commission
Dirrsctorate General for  Information
Sper:ia1 projects (Fai:rs and Exhibitions)
200, Rue de la Loi
1049 Brussels
In the aftermath of the election campaign -  r,'/omen
,tB ;TT the ..tt"ities  of
elected to European Parliament.  European wrcmenrs
did not stop short once thr3] had cast theirvote.
a place in Parliament, the vital  issue is  the role
of Europe is  not bei:og
the r.r'omen who have 
.betrn
interest  in  Parliam,ent:
Now that women have won
they can plaY there.Connnittce work ;--:-__-=-;--=:-' uul ture,  IrducitLton,
Party) strcssed the
proposed no changes
next year.
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0n the Parliamentary  Committee responsible for  youth,
Information  and Sport, Mrs. Gaiotti  (European peoplets
need for  special effort  in keeping  women informed.  She
to the budger for  1980 but reserved the right  to do so
rn the political  groups -  Mrs. castle and Mrs. Van den Heuvel have been
ffioftheSocia1istGroup,whi1eMrs.Cassanmagnago-
Cerretti  is  rhe vice-chairwoman  of the European People's Party.  Mrs. Boserup
is  the treasurer to the Cormnunist and Allies  Group. Mrs. Tove Nielsen and
Mrs. Flesch ar:e vice-chairwomen  of the Liberal  and Democratic Group and Mrs.
Ewing and Mrs. Chouraqui hold the same office  in  the Group of European
Progressive Democrats.
A precaution -  The Socialist  Group bureau has decided to  support a proposal
from Barbara Castle and others that a public register  be maintained of  the
financitrl  and business interests of all  Eurooean MPrs.
An ad hoc committee -  The Socialist  and Cormnunist Parliamentary  Groups would
ffiitteetobese|uptostudy9Iomen'srights.Accordingto
the Socialists,  "in  no field  ar:e the rights  of women as members of the Euro-
pean Community respected".  The Communist Group feels that  such a committee
should investigate  aspects of woments status in  the EEC nations and submit
regrrlar reports to European Parliament.
A  gengral  debate -  The Christian Democrat Group has called for  a general
debale on the position of women in  the EEC, to be held in  June 1980 as a
forereunner to the United Nations World Conference to  take place in  Copen-
hagen late  in July 198C. The Group would like  a delegation from European
Parliament to go to the Conference, led by Madame Vei1.  As part of the pre-
parations for troth the June debate and the July Conference, the Group would
like  the European Commission to issue a three-fold report on women in  the
Communit,v and health. work and education.
....  sToP PRE^SS ....
European Parliament  has decided to set up an 4,  HOC COMMITTEE ON lVOm
RIGHTS to prepare for  a Parliamentary debate in  the srrmmer of  1980, in  the  ,
light  of a "Committee basic report",  so that decisions can be reached on
steps towards solving problems of  concern to women in  line  with the Treaties
of Rome. Parliament is  also asking Parliamentary connittees to fornulate
proposals in the tight  of  these discussions, the final  ain being to  achieve
equal rights  for  women in  every sector.  Parliament  was asked to give its
opinion on a draft  resolution presented by several women (from the Socialist
and Communist Groups and non-attached members)  and by some of their  male
Socialist  eolleagues  (including the Group leader, Mr. Glinne) and Conmunist
colleagues, as well  as the chairnan of the Liberal Group, Mr. Bangemann.
Fina11y, Parliament  heard Mrs. Maij-Irfeggen, who had proposed an amendment in
the name of the Christian Democrat Group to the effect  that womenrsrproblems
should be treated in  an "integrated" manner on all  Parlianentary committees.
Mrs. Van den Heuvel, who had introduced the notion,  agreed to the amendment
on condition that the ad hoc committee was set up immediately, since a dead-
line  had been set for  its  work (sunmer 1980).Women of Europe -  no. 1l -  Septetberlg"!q!Sr-!)-79  -  p'  32
THE CHANGING EUROPIIAN COMMUNITY
Enersv  and  research
The new four-year energy :research  Proglamne proposed by Mr. Guido Brunnrlr
and presented by the connnission has been approved.by  the EECrs Council of
t"tiniiters.  Expenditure on solar energy has multiplied  almost three-fo1d,
while the efforts  being made to  save energy have doubled.  Nevertheless,  Ehr:
125 m,  u.a. budget proposed by the commission and passed by European Par-
liament was cut to  105 rnillion  units  of account by the Council.
The programme is  divided into  five  sub-programmes (the funds allocated to
the first  programe for  1975-L979  are quoted in brackets):
energy savings -  27 million  u.a.  (11.38 m'u'a')
hydrogen production and use -  8 m. u.a.  (13.24 rn')
solar energy -  46 m. u.a.  (17.50 m.)
geothermal energy -  18 m. u.a.  (13.00 m.)
energy sysEemsnobefling  and strategic studies -  6 m' u'a'  (3'88 m')
The abbreviationttu.a.ttstands  for  European units  of account, with  I u'a''
being equivalent to approximately U.S.$1.4.
In the field  of solar energy, emphasis is  still  being placed on the producr-
ion of energy by photovottaic conversion, advanced solar energy heating
technologies  and lhe production of energy from the biomass -  all  processes
for which the prospe"i" rtu  particularly  good ji-n the Community. Allocations
are also being made for  completion and trials  of the 1 MIal solar power
station on which building work has started in  liicily'
Research on energy savings has been directed towards the three main consumer
sectors:  domestic, industry and transport.  Two more important sectorsi
have been covered as well:  energy conversion 3nd the conveyance and
storage of  secondary  energy.
In financing the tthydrogen production and usert sub-prografilme,  allowance has
been made for  the fact  that hydrogen will  be aL competitive energy vector
only in  the long term, altho,ugh it  already plerys an important role  as a
source material in  the chemical industry.
In the field  of geothermal e,nergy, work will  epncentrate on identifying
the regions where the prospercts are promising, evaluating their  geothermal
potential and conducting research on the use oF dry hot rock.
In the four sub-progranunes, there is  a general. tendency to develop Proto-
types and bring pifot  projects into being, thtLrs improving technologies and
biinging forward the date at which demonstrati.ons and applications  can tre
launched.Women of Europe - no. 11 -  September/October  1979 - p. 33
A European catalogue  of  research  on r^romen I s  employment
The European Conrnissionts Bureau for  questions concerning woments employment
has started work on a catalogue of current studies and research by univer-
sities  and institutes  specializing in  the field  of women's work.
The main objective in  so doing is  to promote contact among those who
specialize in the same subject, pave the way for  an exchange of  ideas
and experience and prevent overlapping and thereby save time and monev.
The first  part of the catalogue covers Belgium, Denmark, Luxembourg  and
the United Kingdorn. This working document (reference V/522/79-EN,  Study
no. 77 /31) is  available free of charge to university  research workers on
request.
The catalogue will  go on to cover the other EEC countries in  its  second
volume.
Useful address: Bureau for  questions concerning woments employment
European Conunission
200, Rue de la Loi
L049  Brussels
Price  monitoring
In the secondttconsumer actiontt progranme thal  it  has recently finalized,
the European Conurission proposes to set up a special department to keep
a check on price trends in  the Community as a whole and to detect any
price distortions,  anomalies, the exertion of undue influence over prices
and under-the-counter  manioulation.
The department envisaged will  not have direct  powers of  coercion, but it
will  at least be able to keep a vigilant  watch over the leading sectors,
starting with the food industry.
The European Corunission is  also concerned with consumer  information.
EEC legislation  already exists on 1abelling, packaging and the display
of food products, its  aim being to give the consumer  as much information
as possible.  Now the Commission would like  to check on the exrent to
which the directives are in fact  being implemented  in  each country.
The new action progranrme incorporates another ne$/ idea:  voluntary agree-
ments between consumers and manufacturers.  These "European  collective
consumer conventions" would be in  line  with the Commissionts  general policy
of involving consumer bodies with conerete efforts  to formulate the
policies  that closely concern them.
In the early stages, the European Conrnission will  encourage this  type of
convention in certain specific  sectors, such as after-sales service and
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A  map  of  the nine  EEC  nat ions
A wal1 map of  the  Europeetn Community, its  member states '  thei:r
regions and administrative sutrdivisions is  putrlished  by the Office
for Official  Publications of  t-he European Conrnunities.
The map, measuring 110 x 148.1i cm, can also be obtained from the Com-
missionts information  offices  in  the language of'your  choice.
Useful address: Office des Ptrblications  Officielles  des Cournunaut6s  Europden:nes
Boite postalei 1003
Luxembourg
The  European Social  Funcl  and  Women
Funds of  18 rnillion  units of account (approxirnately U.S. $25.2 million)
have been allocated to women jln the European Sor:ial Fundr s L979 budget.
Following a reminder sent to Lhe member states by Mr. Vredeling, the
member of  theEuropean Connnissilon with responsib:l1ity  for  Social Affairs,
the volume of applications for: aid has increased sharply and now far
exceeds the funds available.  The total  amount for  which application has
been made by mid-autumn was more than 30 milliorl  u.a.
Private organtzations are also entitled  to appllf to the European Social
Fund with regard to their  pro-iects, but they must do so through the
appropriate national ministry  and have already been promised financial
hllp  from rhe aurhorities.  Ilseful guidance on this  subject can be obtaineci
from the booklet encitled "The European Social llund and Women", published
by the European Communityrs information servicer;.
Useful address: Fonds Social Europ6en -  Conrnission Europ6enne
200, Rue de .La Loi
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Probleme d.r  Ftr  (the problems
sisa
sound and cogent study which places woments unemployment in  its  proper
nersnective-  on hoth the individual  and the co.llective leve1s.  htren a
!/oman becomes unemployed, the implications  are far  greater than the loss of
a job.
Pahl-Rugenstein
Gottesweg,  54
5000 Cologne 51
Idea  e  realtl  della  donna (woman: the idea and reality)  is  an anthology
tti  Belenzier which helps the reader to  take
a more searching look at preconceived idea,s of tteternal woman", ttwomants
vocationtt and so on.  The reality,  as evoked
bookts 200 or so pages, is  a good corrective
part of its  t'Idee" ser:ies.
by about thirty  authors in  the
Published bv Cittb  Nuova as
Women in Africa  and Development Assistance is  a report of the seminar held
udies as a result  of which 18
Danish woments organization  decided to pool theiT resourees as part of
Kvindernes U-landsudvalg (women and development).
Kvindernes  U-landvalg
Kdbrnagergade  67 I  tv
1150  Copenhagen
Le travail  b  temps  partiel  (part-time work) is  the title  of  a
I  ench Inspector General of  Social Affairs,
for  submission to the French Minister of Ernployment and his  colleague,  the
Secretary of  State responsible for  Woments Employment. Representatives of
wo'rkers and employers took part in  the work on which the report is  based.
It  sets out manv realistic  solutions to the problems.
Mini s tdre  du  Travail
127, Rue de Grenelle
75700  Paris
Donna, privato  e politico  (woman, the individual  and the politician)
opens with an account by 90 year old Camilla Ravera compiled - with  20
other personal stories -  by Erica Scroppa, who presents long and lucid
documentary histories  by women of our own century.  Published by l'Iazzotta
Editore.
In "Pour une Europe socialiste"  (issue no. L52 of  rhe journal,  Socialisme)
gntif  quality  of men and women in Europe at
length.  She provides figures and references, but also sets out thoughts'
criticisms  and hopes on this  subject.  An interesting  and comprehensive
oicture.
Socialisme
13, Boulevard de lrEmpereur
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Europa:  Medien und Frau  (Europe: the merlia and women) is  a subst:rn-'
onsistingofaboutahundr:edc1ose-printed
pages, prepared by Freier Deutscher Autornvertr,and  (Ger:man  f ree union of
authors).  It  is  a major effort  in  terms of  tlhe numb,er of articles  it
contains and the quality  of the contributions.
FDh
Pacel.listrasse  B
8000  Munich  2
Lt apprendistato  della  politica  ( a political  appr:enticeship)  rs  a
j-ctrMiriamMafaite11softhe[,eriodfrom19ul3
to 1948, when Italian  women shook off  the yoke of the Rocco Code, the
Fascist civil  code, and went on lo work actively  in  the political  parties''
speak out and campaign for: equality.  Publi-shed by Editori  Riuniti  (ltome)
Le  statut  juridique  de  1a  femme: marriage, di,vorce, adoptign,,
-in this  special issue of  "Cahiers
dt6ducation  civique" on the legal status of women. Using sirnple language,,
it  sets out highly complex 1-egal concepts *  concePts iahicir are now the
subject of heated controverriy.
Better  Lives  for  Disabled  Women, is  a book designed  to  help
'a""urearawbackofbeingfema1eandhandiciappei| in our soeiety.  Jo Carnplirrg, the author, de:r1s openly wr'-th problems o.t
sex, pregnancy,  child rearing, work and dress,  With many practical
suggestions as to how to mitigate the dif f icu.Lties, Jo Carnpling points  [hcr
way towards leading as norm:r1 a li.fe  as possillle,  in other words dependin6l
on others as little  as is  feasible.The book ir; both unique and invaluable.
Virago Press
5 Wardour Street
London  W1V 3HE
F6minisme,  one of the series "Que sais-je"  written  by l\ndr6e Michel'
.pen;TiE=h-a reminder: the word "f eminism" hirs been a pal:t of the French
language since 1837.  The author, a research director  at Francers Nati,cn:1l
Scienfific  Research Centre, describes the pos.ition of women from palaeo-
lithic  times right  up to the second half  of the 20th centrrry.  Published by
Presses Universitaires  de France.
Ideology,  Gender, and Po.Litical  Action  reports on an international
Faiah and M. Kent Jennings in Austria'  the
Netherlands,  West Germany, Great Britain  and rhe United States.  Although
it  is universally tlue  that women are in  the riuake of men in political
matters, the distance betwer:n them varies frofiL country to country and tencls
to be less when the subiect of  concern is  edu,:ation and polirical  interests
Centrrr for  Political  Srudies
Inst:itute for  Social Research
Univ'ersity  of  Michigan
Les  feurnes et  la  responrsabilit6 dans 1'encreprise  d'aujourdrhqi is  tlie
ffi 
- 
r ;' p o ilTETfi ttE-th e c omp arry
of today, organized by the lBcole des Hautes Ecudes Conunereiales' In this
school of advanced business studies, the numbe,r of raomen students has risran
in  the space of ten years from none at all  to  341^ of the student body -  a
trend which should be dulv r,roted bv business concerns.
Cent:re dtenseignement supdrieur de,s Affaires
1, rue de la  Lib6rationL
783511 Jouv-en-JosasCommi  s sion
f.200 ,000 .
mofherq
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Feminisme  et  mouvements de  femmes  is  a special issue of  the
journa1., Problbmes politiques  et sociaux-(no. 369), published by Document-
ation Frangaise, devoted to the subject of  feminism and \^/ome.nts movements.
Basically, it  consists of a selection of articles  that have recently
appeared in  the French-speaking  press, throwing light  on both radical
feminism and some of  the rnajor topical  issues.
La Documentation Franqaise
124 Rue Henri Barbusse
93308 Aubervilliers
Women and Underachievement provided the theme for  the Equal Opportunities
in  awarding 13 research contrilcts to a tgtal  value of  over
Resear:ch will  be on wonen'aL work, the problems of working
women ir-r rnale-dominated prof essions and other sub jects.
Equal Opportunities  Conrnission
Overseas House
Quay Street
Manchester M3 3HN
Research on woments _vocetional  training
In  collaboration  with Brussels Free University and the Catholic
Uni.versity of Louvain, Belgiumts centre for  socio-economic  studies and
research is  conducting a survey of  vocational training  and career guidance
for women. What steps should be taken to prepare women for  a career?
FIow should they be taught to take advantage of new outlets?
'-fhe Centre is  seeking all  the information avaitable in  this  field  -  from
business and industry,  from the authorities  and from women themselves,
for  their  experience is  invaluable.  Any particulars will  be gratefully
received by ChrisLine Jonckeere,
Useful address: Centre dtEtudes et de Recherches Socio-Economiques
Rue Vilain  XIIII,  9
1050  Brussels
Thc  l angrragc  ab i- I i ty of  rnionlen foreisners  is  the  foqus  of
Dr.  Hermann Miil lerts  concerrn. At ihe Frankfurt Goethe Unversiti,r,  he
is  the dir:ector of a research project which will  continue until  1981, its
purpose being to improve the ability  of foreign women not involved in  the
world of work to communicate and learn the language of their  host country.
0bviously, the target of research is  the group of wives of  immigrant  workers
who have to sfay at home. These hTomen are generally overlooked and there
is  litt1e  concern for  them in  the public's  mind.  They face specific
problcms which necd to be brought to light  in detail.
Useful address: Projektgruppe  KournA
J.W. Goethe-Universitdt
Senckenberganlage  13-15
6000  Frankfurt  1